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ABSTRACT 
Let S, be the space of n X n real symmetric matrices and let 5: be the cone of 
n X n positive semidefinite matrices in S,. If A ER”~“, then the real Lyapunov 
transformation %A : 5, -_) S, corresponding to A is defined by %A (S) = AS + SA ‘. 
We prove that given A, B E R”,” such that a_,, is invertible, we have ?KA (SC ) 
= 9, ( S ,’ ) if and only if B = fl or B = ,uA - ’ for some p > 0, and that this condition 
is also necessary and sufficient for %‘A i ( S,+ ) = ail, ’ ( 5 ,’ ). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Rk,” denote the space of k X n matrices with real entries, and let S, 
denote the space of n X n real symmetric matrices. For S E S, we write 
S > 0 if S is positive semidefinite, and let Sz = { S E S, : S > O}. Given any 
matrix A E R”,^, the real Lyapunov transformation qLA : S, + S, corre- 
sponding to A is defined by 
aA(S)=~S+S~f for all S ES,. 
Let %~(S~)={AS+SAt:S>O} and 9ii1(Sn+)={S~Sn:AS+SAf 
> O}. Taussky [lo, 111 raised the problem of determining %A (S,‘) and 
%i’(S,+). While th ese problems seem to be of great difficulty, it is our 
purpose to show (Theorems 3 and 5) that if A, B E R”,” and %sLA is invertible, 
then %A(Sn+)=CfLB(Sn+) if and only if B=fl or B=@-’ for some real 
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positive y, and that this is also a necessary and sufficient condition for 
%;‘(S,‘,= %;i(sn+). 
The corresponding results for the complex case were obtained in [4] and 
[5]. Let x, denote the space of 12 X n Hermitian matrices, and let xz 
denote the set of n X n Hermitian positive semidefinite matrices. Given any 
n X n complex matrix F, the (complex) Lyapunov transformation c, corre- 
sponding to F is defined on x,, by c,(H) = FH + HF*, H E ‘x,. It was 
shown in [5] that given n x n complex matrices F and G such that c, is 
invertible, we have C, (‘X,+ ) = C, (XT ) if and only if 
G=( pZ+ivF)(cpF+i#Z)-1 for some real p, v, q, $ with pep + JJ$ = 1, 
and that this is also a necessary and sufficient condition for C, r (XJ ) 
= Czl (‘X: ). Hence it is reasonable to expect that Theorems 3 and 5 hold 
for real Lyapunov transformations. However, the proof of these theorems is 
different from the one given in [5] for the complex case, for a reason we shall 
point out. 
In Sec. 2 we consider the equation 
AS+ SAt=DSCt+ CSD’, (1) 
where A,C,DERns” and SES,. It is proved (Theorem 1) that if aA is 
invertible and if (1) holds for any S E 5, , then D = al or C = aI for some real 
(Y. The proof is by induction on n and is different from the proof given in [5] 
for the corresponding complex case. Indeed, if U, V, W are n X n complex 
matrices and UH + HU* = VHW* + WHV* for all H E x, , then UX + XU* 
= VXW* + WXV* for -any n X n complex matrix X, because such a matrix 
can be written in the form H, + iH, with H,, H,E X,. Hence, usinr 
Kronecker products (cf. [S]), we conclude that U@Z+Z@~=V@W 
+ W @ v. However, even if (1) is satisfied for all S E s,, , it is not clear that S 
can be replaced by an arbitrary matrix in R”,“. 
Theorem 3 in Sec. 3 establishes the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for %A(S,‘)=%s(S,+).It s p roof is based on Theorem 1 and a theorem due 
to Schneider [9] which characterizes all linear transformations on s, that 
map S,+ onto itself. Theorem 5, which gives the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for %il (Sz ) = G_l,t,’ (S,+ ), follows from Theorem 3 and a solva- 
bility theorem of linear equations over cones due to Ben-Israel [l]. This 
solvability theorem establishes the link between the problems of determining 
qtA(Sn+) and %t,‘(S,‘), as indicated in Theorem 4. 
We assume throughout that A = (a,/) E R n,” is such that %‘A is invertible. 
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This is known to be equivalent (cf. [3], [12]) to 
where Xi, h,, . . . , A,, are the eigenvalues of A. 
Let Eii E I?“~” be the matrix with 1 in the i, j position and O’s elsewhere. 
2. THE EQUATION AS + SA’ = DSC t + CSD’ 
Let A, C,D E W”, S E S,, and suppose that CR, is invertible. If we 
consider the partitions 
where A,,, Czz, D,, ERGS’ and S,, E s, for some 1, 1 < .?G n - 1, then the 
matrix equation (1) is equivalent to the following equations: 
and 
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It is our purpose to show that if (1) is satisfied for all S E S,, then C= cul or 
D = al for some real a. 
LEMMA 1. Let X, Y ERk*” and suppose that XSYf + YSX’=O for all 
S ES,. Then X=0 or Y=O. 
Proof. Suppose that X #O. Since we may replace X and Y by PXQ and 
PYQ, where P and Q are k X k and n X n permutation matrices, respectively, 
we may assume that x,,#O. Clearly Y =0 in case n = 1, so let n > 1. 
Choosing S= E,, implies that yii = yai = . . . = ykl =O, while choosing S 
=E,i+Ei,,2(i~n,impliesthaty,i=y,i=...=Yki=O.HenceY=O. n 
LEMMA 2. Let A, C, D E R”,“. Suppose that A is diagonal and that %A 
is invertible. Zf (1) is satisfied for all S E S,, then there exists a # 0 such 
that D= al, C= aplA or D= a-‘A, C= al. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial, so 
assume that the theorem is true for matrices of order less than n. 
Consider the partition (2) with l= n - 1. As A is diagonal, A,, = 0. Then it 
follows from (3), (4), and (5) with S,, =0 and S,, =0 that for any Saab $,,_i, 
and 
Hence, by (8) and the induction hypothesis and the symmetry between C 
and D (we may relabel them), we may assume that D,,= j3Z and C,, 
= /3 -‘Ass for some ,B # 0. Since we may replace C and D by q~ -‘C and DID 
for any nonzero real (p, we may assume that D,, = I and C,, = A,,. Also, (6), 
(7), and Lemma 1 imply that C,,= D,,=O. 
If we let S = E,,, it follows from (3), (4), and (5) that 
d,,G, + c&,& = 0, 
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and 
DzlC& + C,,D,f, = 0. 
Hence C,rC& = 0, implying that C,, = Da, = 0. 
Finally, it follows from (4) with S,,= 0 and S,,=O that for any &E 
RI,“-1 
S1z(G1%Azf2+ c11q =sl2(allz+Ak2)~ 
whence 
(Cl1 - %)(C11- 4 =o, i=2,3 ,..., n. 
If Cl1 = all, thenC=AandD=Z.Ifc,,#a,,thencr,=~~~=u~~=~~~=u,,~, 
whence C= u,,Z and D = &,‘A, completing the proof. n 
LEMMAS. Let A, C, D E R’T~ and suppose that %‘A is invertible. Zf (1) is 
satisfied for all S E s,, then there exists a #O such that D = aZ, C= a -‘A or 
D=a-lA, C=aZ. 
Proof. Given any nonsingular matrix T E R2s2, we may clearly replace 
A, C, D by TAT - ‘, TCT - ‘, TDT - ‘, respectively. Thus, Lemma 3 is true if 
A is similar to a real diagonal matrix, by Lemma 2. If A is not similar to a 
real diagonal matrix, we may assume that a,, = a,,# 0 and a,,#O. It follows 
now from (2) with 1= 1, (3), (4), and (5) that aI1 = clld,l, a21 = czld,, + clldzl, 
czldzl = 0, c12d12 = 0, al2 = cz2d,, + c12d2,, az2 = cz2d2,, al2 = clld12 + c12d,,, 
all + a22 = c2ld,, + czzd,, + clld,, + clzd,,, a21 = c2ld22 + c22d2l. BY the sym- 
metry between C and D we may assume that d,,= 0. A sequence of easy 
computations shows that C= a l;l~llA and D= cIJ1a,,Z, completing the 
proof, n 
THEOREMS. Let A, C, D E W” and suppose that ?kLA is invertible. Zf (1) 
is satisfied for all S E s,, , then there exists a #O such that D = al, C = LY - ‘A 
or D= cu_lA. C= CUZ. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The theorem is clearly true for 
n = 1, and it is also true for n =2, by Lemma 3. So suppose that n > 3 and 
that the theorem is true for matrices of order less than n. 
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Given any nonsingular matrix T EW”, we may replace A, C, D by 
TAT-‘, TCT-‘, TDT-‘, respectively. Hence the theorem is true if A is 
similar to a real diagonal matrix, by Lemma 2. If A is not similar to a real 
diagonal matrix, we may assume that 
A= 
All Al2 I 1 0 As,’ 
where A,, E Rn-2,n-2 and aI2 #O. We consider the partition (2) with 1= 
n-2. 
It follows from (3) and (5) with S,, =0 and S,,=O that for any S,, E 
5 n-2, 
D,zS22C;2 + C,,S22D:2 = 0 (9) 
and 
D22 S,, (32 + C22S22%2 = A22S22 + S22%2. (10) 
We apply the induction hypothesis to (10). Because of the symmetry be- 
tween C and D and by possibly normalizing C and D (multiplying C by 9 
and D by g, - ’ for some nonzero real v), we may assume that 
c22 = A22 and D,,= 1. 
Also, it follows from (9) and Lemma 1 that 
Cl,=0 or D,,=O. (11) 
Next, it follows from (3) and (4) with S,,=O and S,,=O that for any 
S,, E 52, 
%.%,C:, + C,,W’:, =A,,%, + %,A:,, (12) 
and 
41%C,t, + C,,L%=O. (13) 
The matrix A,, cannot be a scalar matrix, since by assumption aI2 #O. 
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Hence, by (12) and Lemma 3 exactly one of the following holds: Either 
D,,=pZ and C,,=~.~iAii for some nonzero p, (14) 
or 
%=P-141 and C,,=$ for some nonzero p. (15) 
Suppose that (14) holds. It then follows easily from (13) with 
S 
11 
= 0 ’ that c 
[ 1 0 1 32 =... =c,,,=O and ds2=... =d,,=O, and from (13) 
with S,, = 0 1 
[ 1 1 0 thatc,,=**. =c,,=Oandd,,=... =d,,=O.Thesame 
result can be proved if (15) holds, so we conclude that 
c,, = D,, = 0. 
Finally, consider (3) and (4) with S,,=O and S,,=O. It follows that for 
any S,, E R2,n-2, 
42s:zc11+ c,,s:z~I, + ~,lSl2C$ + c,,sl2~:2 = Al,%2 + SlZA$9 (16) 
(17) 
Hence, using Kronecker products (cf. [S]), (17) implies that 
(the order of the identity matrix is not specified but should be clear from the 
context), whence 
(D,,-Z)%‘A2,+(C,,-A,,)@Z=O. (18) 
The matrix A,, is not a scalar matrix since a,,#O. Therefore (14), (15), and 
(18) imply that exactly one of the following holds: Either 
&=I and C,,=Ai,, (19) 
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or 




0 0 0 
4 
0 
0 0 10 1 10 0’  0 1 
It follows from (16) that 
The matrix T4 + 1 has rank 3, and only multiples of the vector [0, 1, - 1, O] are 
orthogonal to its rows. Hence there exist column (n - 2)-tuples y = ( yi) and 
x=(zi) such that 
: : : (22) 
d21C12+c21D12=[ -:]yf=[ -; 1:: -‘,‘], (23) 
and 
dy_&,,+c,2D12-A12= [ -#if= [ -; 1:: -2;1’]. (24) 
Suppose now that D,, =O. It follows from (21), (22), (23), (24) that 
y = z = 0 and A,, = d,,C,2 = d22C,2. If (19) holds, then d,, = d,,= 1 and 
C,, = A,,, whence C = A and D = I. If (20) holds, then d,, = p -‘ala # 0, so by 
(22) A,,=C,,=O. Hence C=$ and D=p-‘A. 
It remains to consider the case D,, #O. But then C,, = 0, by (ll), whence 
(21), (22), (23), (24) imply that y = z = 0. Hence cl2 = c2i = 0, and (20) must be 
satisfied. It follows from (20) and (21) that A,, = @ia, whence C= PI and 
D = p - ‘A, completing the proof. n 
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3. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR %A (5,; ) 
= qB(sN+) AND %i’(sN+)= %;‘(SN+) 
In order to find when aLA (Sz ) = St, (Sz ), we need the following 
theorem due to Schneider [9] which characterizes all linear transformations 
on 5, that map S,+ onto itself. 
THEOREM 2 (real version of [9, Theorem 21). Let x be a linear 
transformation on S, which maps S,+ onto itself. Then there exists a 
nonsingular matrix T E R”,” such that ‘x(S)= TSTf for all S E 5,. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the one given in [9] and is therefore 
sketched briefly. The mapping x preserves rank (see [9, Lemma 31). Let 
?qI)=P, where P is positive definite. Define 3i,: S,+S, by X,(S) 
=P-%(S)P-‘. H ence ‘X, preserves spectrum, and in particular it pre- 
serves the determinant. Moreover, xi maps S,+ onto itself. It follows by a 
theorem of Frobenius (cf. [2], [7]) that there exists a nonsingular T, EWE 
such that X,(S)=T,STi for all SES,. Hence X(S)=PT,S(PTJ for all 
S E S, , completing the proof. n 
THEOREM 3. Let A, B E R”*” and suppose that %A is invertible. Then 
%A (S,‘)= Ci& (S,+) if and only if B=@ or B=fi-l for sOme positive p. 
Proof. Clearly ati (sz )= %A (5: ) for any y>O. Also, AS+ SAf 
=A-‘ASAt+ASAf(A-‘)’ for all S E S,, whence %A (S,+)= %,-,(S,+). 
Suppose that $A ( sz ) = 6%B ( S,+ ). Then 6GB is invertible, since S, 
= S,t-S,+, and satisfies 3~’ at, (5: ) = S,+ . Hence, by Theorem 2, there 
exists a nonsingular C E IV” such that <At,’ ‘?AL, (S)= CSC’ for all S ES,. 
This implies that 
AS+ SA’= BCSCt+ CSCtBt forallSEcC,, 
and by Theorem 1, B = fl or B = 4 - ’ for some p> 0. This completes the 
proof. r 
Let R” be the space of real column n-tuples. If X, y E R”, let (x, y) denote 
the inner product of x and y. A nonempty subset K c R” is said to be a cone 
if K + K C K and cuK C K for all LY > 0. If K is a cone, then the pokr of K, 
denoted by K ‘, is defined by 
K’={ yER”:(x,y)>OforallxEK}. 
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It is well known (cf. [l], [S, Theorem 14.11) that if K is a closed cone, then 
(K ‘)‘= K. Ben-Israel [l, Theorem 2.41 proved the following solvability 
theorem for linear equations over cones: Let T E R”,” and b E R”. Let K be a 
closed cone in R” and suppose that Null(T) + K is closed, where Null(T) is 
the null space of T. Then the linear system TX = b has a solution x E K if and 
only if T’y E K ’ implies that (b, y) > 0. 
This solvability theorem is used to prove the next theorem, which links 
the image and inverse image of S,+ under 6hA. The proof is omitted because 
it is identical to the proof of the corresponding theorem in the complex case 
[5, Theorem 41. 
THEOREM 4. Let A E R”,” and suppose that aA is invertible. Then 
and 
=( a$( s,‘))p 
=(%*‘(Sn+))P. 
Finally, Theorems 3 and 4 imply the following: 
THEOREM 5. Let A, B E R”,” and suppose that %A is invertible. Then 
CR;‘(S,‘)= ‘%i’(S,+) if and only if B=pA or B=pA-‘for some positive 
Pa 
Proof. Suppose that B = l.r.A or B = +4-i for some p > 0. The fact that 
%;‘(S,+)= %;‘(s;) is clear if B = @, and it follows immediately from 
Theorems 3 and 4 if B = @ - ‘, 
Now suppose that %i ’ ( ST ) = at,’ ( SJ ). We prove that C&B is invert- 
ible. Suppose that S E S, and 3, (S) = 0. Then S and - S are in GKi1 (S,+ ), 
whence AS + SA t E S,+ and - (AS + SA ‘) E S,+ . This implies that S = 0, so 
G&B is invertible. It follows from Theorem 4 that (a*‘( S,+))‘= ( CJLtBt( S,+))‘. 
The cones CR,*, ( S,+ ) and att,, ( S,+ ) are closed, since at,* and C&t are 
invertible, whence ‘%Al (S,+ ) = 9iBt (S,+ ). Hence, by Theorem 3, B ‘= I_LA ’ 
or B t = y (A ‘)-l for some p > 0, completing the proof. n 
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